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1. 
2,738,784 

ABRASIVE WHEELDRESSING TOOLS 
Frank Karpovitz, Providence, R.I., assignor to Anton 
Smit & Co. Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of 
New York 

Application March 25, 1952, Serial No. 278,455 

14 Claims. (Cl. 125-11) 

This invention relates to abrasive wheel dressing tools, 
and more particularly to an improved holder for support 
ing a diamond pointed nib in dressing contact with the 
surface of an abrasive wheel to be dressed and having 
mechanism for selectively orienting or indexing the nib 
so that a sharp diamond point is at all times presented to 
the wheel surface. 

in the precision grinding and polishing of various metal 
parts, it is desirable to periodically true up the wheel sur 
face and sharpen the abrading surface thereof. The car 
bon, boart or ballas, commonly referred to as an indus 
trial diamond, which provides the dressing point for the 
nib, will wear and develop a flat after continued dressing 
action. In order to maintain the abrading surface of the 
wheel sharp and true, it is necessary that a sharp diamond 
point or edge be presented at all times for contact with the 
wheel surface being dressed. To insure presentation of 
a sharp point to the wheel surface, it is necessary that 
the nib be periodically oriented or indexed through a pre 
determined angle so that the worn wheel contacting sur 
face of the diamond is replaced by a sharp diamond point 
which has been symmetrically sharpened by previous 
dressing operations. 

Nib indexing has heretofore been effected by rotating 
the diamond pointed nib to alternate indexing stations so 
that the indexing distance is double the distance between 
consecutive stations. By such indexing procedure, a sharp 
diamond point can be presented at each station when the 
nib has been rotated through two complete revolutions. 

In nib supporting holders as heretofore constructed, 
one or more nib clamping set screws or bolts must be 
first manually manipulated to loosen the nib before in 
dexing orientation of the nib can be effected. After the 
indexing adjustment has been accomplished, the nib clamp 
ing set screws, bolts or nuts must be re-tightened to again 
secure the nib in fixed position. Considerable time and 
attention of the wheel dressing operator must be devoted 
to manually unclamping, indexing and reclamping the nib 
at the selected indexing station which accordingly slows 
up the wheel dressing operation. Nib supporting and 
indexing holders as heretofore constructed are also bulky 
in size and shape, and difficulty is constantly encountered 
in mounting the holder on grinding machines having lim 
ited space for the reception of the wheel dressing tool. 
An object of this invention is to provide an improved 

nib supporting and indexing holder wherein the nib is sup 
ported in a chatterproof manner, and which is further 
constructed to effectuate the unlocking, indexing and re 
locking of the nib in automatic sequence by the simple 
manipulation of an indexing handle. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an im 
proved nib supporting and indexing holder whose operat 
ing parts are thoroughly sealed against the entry of grind 
ing dust, and which permits nib removal and replacement 
in minimum time and with minimum effort. 
A further object of this invention is to provide anim 

proved wheel dressing tool which can be manufactured 
at low cost from relatively few and simple parts, which can 
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be easily assembled and disassembled, which is sturdy, 
durable and compact in construction, which may be 
mounted within cramped locations on the grinding ma 
chine, and which is operative to effect substantially auto 
matic unlocking, indexing and relocking of the diamond 
pointed nib with minimum attention from the grinding 
machine operator. - . - 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will be 
come apparent as the disclosure proceeds. 

Although the characteristic features of this invention 
will be particularly pointed out in the claims, the inven 
tion itself, and the manner in which it may be carried out, 
may be better understood by referring to the following 
escription taken in connection with the accompanying 

drawings, in which 
Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of the indexing wheel 

dresser mounted on the reciprocating footstock of a 
grinding machine and with the diamond pointed nib held 
in wheel dressing position; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged transverse sectional view of the 
wheel dresser as the same would appear when viewed 
along line 2-2 of Fig. 1, this view showing certain parts 
of the nib indexing mechanism in locked operating posi 
tion; 

Fig. 3 is another enlarged transverse sectional view of 
the wheel dresser taken along line 2-2 of Fig. 1 as the 
same would appear after the nib has been unlocked and 
rotated to an advanced indexing station; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view of the 
wheel dresser as the same would appear when viewed along 
line 4-4 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 5 is another enlarged longitudinal sectional view 
of the wheel dresser as the same would appear when 
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viewed along line 5-5 of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 6 is still another enlarged longitudinal sectional 

view of the wheel dresser as the same would appear when 
viewed along line 5-6 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 7 is a side elevational view of the stationary hous 
ing member which contains the major parts of the index 
ing mechanism of the wheel dresser; 

Fig. 8 is an end view of the housing member shown 
in Fig. 7; 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged perspective view of the nib sup 
porting indexer whose tubular body is contained within 
the housing member of the assembled wheel dresser; 

Fig. 10 is an enlarged perspective view of the indexing 
collar which telescopes over the tubular body of the nib 
supporting indexer and is contained within the housing 
member of the assembled wheel dresser; 

Fig. 11 is an enlarged perspective view of the cam 
washer which is positioned adjacent the cam face of the 
indexing collar of the assembled wheel dresser; and 
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Fig. 12 is a perspective view of the warped spring 
washer which operates to resiliently retain the cam face 
of the cam washer against the cam face of the indexing 
collar of the assembled wheel dresser. 

Similar reference characters refer to similar parts 
throughout the several views of the drawings and the specification. 

In general organization, this improved indexing wheel 
dresser comprises a removable nib 10 having a diamond 
point 3 mounted in the exposed operating end thereof. 
The nib ii) is removably mounted on a supporting shank 
20 whose longitudinal axis is in alignment with the nib 
stem. The nib stem extends through a rotatable nib 
supporting indexer 50 which is removably secured to 
the nib shank by a nib locking member 70. An indexing 
collar 60 telescopes over the tubular body 51 of the 
nib supporting indexer and is provided with a pivotally 
mounted spring pressed pawl 64 designed to selectively 
engage the teeth formed in the tubular body of the nib 
supporting indexer 50. A laterally extending indexing 
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handle 45 is connected to the indexing collar 60 which 
may be oscillated through a predetermined angle to 
thereby effect indexing orientation of the nib supporting 
indexer 50 and the nib 10 supported thereby. A sta 
tionary housing member 30 encloses the indexing collar 
60 and is provided with a wedge face 34 which fric 
tionally engages a corresponding cam face 55 of the 
nib supporting indexer 50 to releasably lock the nib sup 
porting indexer 50 and the nib 10 in indexed position. 
The stationary housing 30 is removably connected to 

the stationary supporting shank 20 by an internally 
threaded ring nut 25, and an oscillatible cover ring 40 
embraces the stationary housing 30 to seal the indexing 
mechanism contained within the housing from dust entry. 
A non-rotatable cam washer 33 is positioned within the 
housing member 30 and is pressed against the cam face 
of the indexing collar 60 by means of a warped spring 
washer 90 to thereby normally maintain the wedge face 
34 of the housing member 30 in wedge-locking position 
against the adjacent internal cann face 55 of the nib sup 
porting indexer 50. 

In more specific detail, the diamond supporting nib 
10, designed to be removably mounted in this improved 
holder, has a head it presenting a tapered end face 42 
whose apex receives a selected diamond 13 firmly held 
in position by a bonding matrix 14 as shown in Fig. 4. 
A cylindrical neck portion 5 extends from the head 
portion in axial alignment with the mounted diamond 
13. An externally threaded stem portion 16 of some 
what less diameter than the cylindrical neck portion 15 : 
extends from the neck portion and terminates in a sec 
ondary stem portion 7 of less diameter than the threaded 
stem portion 16. The head portion of the nib may 
be of any form and size and may be provided with flat 
faces 18 for wrench application. 
The nib 10 is supported from a normally fixed sup 

porting shank 20 which has a shank stem 21 of any de 
sired length and diameter whose attaching end is pro 
vided with a disc shaped head section 22 having a 
threaded periphery 23 as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The 
attaching end of the supporting shank 22 is provided with 
an axial socket 24 into which the secondary stem portion 
7 of the nib ié) may be snugly inserted. 
A ring nut 25 provided with internal threads 26 is 

designed to be threaded over the external threads of the 
head section 22 to thereby detachably secure the Sup 
porting shank 20 to the normally stationary housing 
member 39. The exterior surface of the ring nut 25 may 
be knurled or provided with suitable flat faces 27 for 
wrench application so that the ring nut 25 may be readily 
manipulated to permit removal of the supporting shank 
20 from the assembly. 
The stationary housing member 3i), as shown in Figs. 

4, 7 and 8, may be made as a casting, forging or a ma 
chined metal part and presents a tubular body 31 hav 
ing a relatively heavy inturned flange portion 32 at one 
end thereof whose inner bore 32' has a smooth bore 
surface into which the tubular body portion 5i of the 
nib supporting indexer 5 is snugly inserted. The flange 
portion 32 terminates in a forwardly projecting nose 
portion 33 presenting an outward tapered wedge face 34. 
The other end of the tubular body portion 3 presents 
a tubular tail portion 35 which is externally threaded to 
receive the ring nut 25 as shown in Fig. 4. The tubular 
tail portion 35 has a pair of diametrically arranged longi 
tudinally extending slots 35' cut therein as shown more 
particularly in Figs. 7 and 8. The tubular body portion 
31 also has a semi-circular slot 36 cut circumferentially 
through the body wall thereof for a predetermined angu 
lar distance, the ends of the slot 36 being closed to de 
fine limit stops 36' and 36'. The slot 36 provides the 
opening through which the indexing handle 45 extends. 
The tubular body portion 31 and inturned flange portion 
32 of the housing member 30 define an internal pocket 
cavity 37 designed to snugly receive the pawl collar 60. 
An oscillatable cover ring 40 embraces the tubular 
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4 
body portion 31 of the stationary housing member 30 
and covers the semi-circular slot 36 therein. The cover 
ring 40 has a sealing lip 41 at one end thereof which 
Seats over a raised sealing rim 38 extending around the 
body portion 3i of the housing member, and a similar 
Sealing lip 42 at the other end thereof is designed to 
interfit with a recessed shoulder 29 formed in the ad 
jacent end of the ring nut 25. The sealing lips 4 and 
42 thus provide an effective seal excluding the entry 
of grinding dust to the indexing mechanism contained 
within the housing member 30. 
A removable indexing handle 45 as shown in Figs. 2, 

3 and 4 is provided with a threaded shank portion 46 
which is threaded into a threaded hole 43 extending 
radially through the cover ring 40. The indexing handle 
has an end extension 47 which extends through the semi 
circular slot 35 in the body portion 3 of the housing 
member 33 and its terminal end extends into a radial 
hole 62 in the indexing collar 60 so that the collar may 
be osciliated by the indexing handle 45. An internally 
threaded locknut 48 secures the indexing handle 45 in 
fixed position to the cover ring 40 and yet permits con 
venient removal of the indexing handle as desired. 
The nib supporting indexer 50 as shown in Figs. 4 

and 9, may also be made as a casting, a forging or as a 
machined part, and presents a tubular body having a neck 
section 5 and a tail section 52. The neck section 5 
has a smooth bore 51' designed to snugly receive the neck 
portion i5 of the nib. The tubular neck section 5; pre 
sents an outwardly flared flange section 53 having an 
outer abutment face 54 designed to frictionally abut 
against the base face i' of the diamond supporting head 

1 of the nib. The outwardly flared flange section 53 
also presents an internal cone-shaped cam face 55 against 
which the tapered wedge face 34 of the housing mcm 
ber 30 is designed to seat as shown in Fig. 4. The tubu 
lar neck section 5 of the nib supporting indexer 50 is 
snugly journaled within the axial bore 32' defined by the 
inturned flange portion 32 of the housing member 30. 
As shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 7, the tail section 

52 of the nib supporting indexer 50 is of slightly less 
diameter than the neck section 51 thereof and provides 
a bearing surface for the indexing collar 60 as telescoped 
thereover. The outer surface of the tubular tail sec 
tion 52 has seven tangentially milled recesses 56 in the 
outer surface thereof terminating in radial abutinents 57 
defining the seven radial indexing teeth at the indexing 
stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. 
The nib supporting indexer 50 is removably secured 

to the threaded stem portion 16 of the nib 0 by a 
nib locking member 70 having a generally circular lock 
ing disc 71 as shown in Fig. 4 from which a tubular 
shank 72 extends. The tubular shank 72 presents inter 
nal threads 73 by means of which it may be secured as 
an enclosing sleeve to the threaded stem portion 6 of 
the nib. The tubular shank 72 is also provided with 
external threads 74 by which it may be threaded to the 
internal threads of the tubular tail section 52 of the 
nib supporting indexer 50. The outer face of the 
iocking disc 72 may be provided with a pair of spaced 
wrench sockets 75 to which a spanner wrench may be 
applied when applying and removing the nib ( from 
the locking member 70. The locking disc 7 is also 
provided with a peripheral recess 76 as shown in Fig. 
4 which receives the warped spring washer 90. 
The nib supporting indexer 50 is rotated in one direc 

tion to successive indexing stations by means of the in 
dexing collar 60 contained within the pocket recess 37 
of the housing member 30 as shown in Fig. 4. The col 
lar 60 is formed in the shape of a tubular ring as shown 
in Figs. 2, 3 and 10, presenting a smooth bore 6 through 
which the tubular tail section 52 of the nib supporting 
indexer 50 is telescoped. A radial hole 62 extends 
through the body of the collar 60 to snugly receive the 
end extension 47 of the indexing handle 45. A semi 
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circular slot 63 is formed in the body wall of the collar 
60 and may extend around approximately one-fourth 
the circumference thereof. A latching lug or pawl 64 
is positioned within the semi-circular slot 63 and is 
mounted on a hinge pin 65 whose ends are journaled in 
axially aligned holes 65' formed in the body wall of 
the collar as shown in Figs. 5 and 10. The pawl 65 is 
provided with a nose 66 designed to engage the radial 
indexing teeth 57 formed in the tubular tail section 52 
of the nib supporting indexer. 50 as shown in Figs. 2 
and 3. - 

The nose 66 of the latching pawl 64 is resiliently 
urged into engagement with the radial teeth 57 of the 
nib supporting indexer 50 by a strong semi-circular spring 
67 as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The main body of the 
spring 67 is contained within an annular groove 68 
formed in the body of the indexing collar 60 and an 
end portion of the spring 67 extends into the semi 
circular slot 63 which contains the pawl 64, one end 
of the spring 67 terminating in a rounded end portion 
69 in resilient bearing engagement with the nose 66 of 
the pawl 64. 
When the indexing handle 45 is swung to the left as 

shown in Fig. 2, the cover ring 40 will rotate counter. 
clockwise around the tubular body portion 31 of the 
housing 30, and the indexing collar 60 will also be ro 
tated counterclockwise so that the pawl 64 attached there 
to will ride over the crown of the indexing teeth 57 
formed in the tubular tail section 52 of the nib supporting 
indexer 50. However, when the indexing handle 45 is 
swung in a clockwise direction as shown in Fig. 3, the 
pawl nose 66 will slip into engagement with the adjacent 
radial tooth 57 of the nib supporting indexer and thus 
rotate the indexer as well as the nib 10 mounted there 
in in a clockwise direction. 
A non-rotatable cam washer 80 is positioned between 

the rear end face of the indexing collar 60 and the ad 
jacent face of the locking disc 71 of the nib locking mem 
ber 70 and has an axial hole 81 therein so that the 
washer may be telescoped over the tubular tail section 
52 of the nib supporting indexer 50. The cam washer. 89 
is shaped in the form shown in Fig. 11 and presents a 
flat face 82 on one side thereof which seats against the 
adjacent flat face of the nib locking disc 71. The other 
face 83 of the washer 80 is provided with diametrically 
spaced and raised cam faces 84 which match with corre 
sponding diametrically spaced and raised cam faces 85 
formed on the adjacent end of the indexing collar 69 
as shown in Fig. 10. A pair of diametrically opposed 
ears. 86 project laterally from the cam washer 80 and 
are designed to slide within the corresponding longitudi 
nally extending slots 35 in the tubular tail portion 35 
of the stationary housing member 30 to thereby hold the 
can washer 80 against rotation. 
A warped spring washer 90 as shown in Fig. 12 hav 

ing opposite raised rim portions 91 and opposite de 
pressed rim portions 92 is seated in the peripheral re 
cess 76 of the locking member 70 and presses against 
the adjacent flat face 82 of the cam washer. S0. The 
warped spring washer 90 thus operates to resiliently main 
tain the raised cam faces 84 of the axially movable cam 
washer 80 in resilient contact with the adjacent end face 
of the indexing collar 60. It will also be noted that the 
pressure exerted by the warped spring washer 90 against 
the cam washer 80 is transmitted through the indexing 
collar 60 to the stationary housing member 30 whose 
wedge face 34 is thus maintained in bearing contact with 
the cone shaped cam face 55 of the nib supporting in 
dexer 50. 
When one assembles the nib. supporting and indexing 

holder from the parts above described, the tubular body 
of the nib supporting indexer 50 formed as shown in Fig. 
9 is telescoped into the bore 32 of the housing mem 
ber 30 as shown in Figs. 7, 8, with the adjacent wedge 
face 34 of the housing member 30 interfitting with the 
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cone shaped cam face 55 of the nib supporting indexer 
50. The indexing collar 60 with pawl 64 and semi 
circular spring 67 attached thereto is telescoped over the 
tail section 52 of the nib supporting indexer and in sur 
rounding relation to the radial teeth 57 therein. The can 
washer 80 is then telescoped over the tail section 52 
of the nib supporting indexer with the ears 86 thereof 
extending into the slots 35' in the tail portion 35 of the 
housing member 30, and with the raised cam faces 84 
of the washer adjacent the companion raised cam faces 
85 of the indexing collar 60. The warped spring washer 
90 is then placed within the peripheral recess 76 of the 
locking member 70 and the external threads 74 provided 
on the tubular shank 72 thereof then threaded into the 
internal threads formed in the tail section 52 of the nib 
supporting indexer. 
The cover ring 40 is telescoped over the tubular body 31 

of the housing member 30, the indexing handle then 
applied by threading of the shank portion 46 into the 
threaded hole 43 in the cover ring 40, with the end ex 
tension 47 of the indexing handle 45 inserted into the 
radial hole 62 in the indexing collar 60. The internally 
threaded locknut 45 may then be telescoped over the 
indexing handle 45 and tightened to firmly secure the in 
dexing handle 45 to the cover ring 40. The supporting 
shank 28 is attached to the housing member 30 of the 
tool head by applying the ring nut 25 to the threaded 
periphery of the head section 22 of the supporting shank 
20 and threading the same onto the external threads 
formed on the tail portion 35 of the housing member 30. 
The parts of this holder may thus be easily assembled 
and disassembled for inspection, repair and replacement 
of parts. 
The diamond supporting nib 16 is mounted within 

the holder by unscrewing the ring nut 25 so as to release 
the housing member from the supporting shank 20. The 
cylindrical neck portion 15 of the nib is then inserted 
into the smooth inner bore 5 of the nib supporting 
indexer 50 and the threaded stem portion 6 of the nib 
screwed into the internal threads formed in the tubular 
shank 72 of the locking member 70. By holding the 
locking member 79 against rotation as by applying a 
spanner wrench to the wrench sockets 75 in the circular 
locking disc 71 thereof, the nib may be tightened by 
applying another wrench to the flat faces 18 of the 
diamond supporting head 11 of the nib. Thus the nib 
stein may be tightly secured to the nib supporting in 
dexer 5 and the indexer firmly claimped between the 
shoulder 1" of the nib head 10 and the locking disc 71. 
The supporting shank 29 may then be applied and secured 
to the housing member 30 of the holder by means of the 
ring nut 25. 

his improved nib supporting and indexing holder is 
designed to be mounted on the footstock 104 of a grinding 
machine 8te whose grinding or polishing wheel 131 is 
suitably secured to a high speed wheel shaft 82 as di 
agrainimatically shown in Fig. 1. The footstock 104 of 
the grinding raachine is usually designed to support one 
end of the workpiece and to move the workpiece to be 
ground or polished back and forth in contact with the 
grinding or polishing wheel 91. The footstock may 
have a key clamp E85 designed to slide in a ciamp slot 
it 6 formed in the work supporting carriage 103. The 
shank stem 21 of the nib supporting holder may be ad 
justably secured to the footstock 104 of the grinding 
machine by means of a clamp member 107. The nib 
holder is so mounted on the footstock 104 so as to place 
the diamond point 3 of the nib 10 in dressing contact 
With the Surface of the grinding or polishing wheel to be 
dressed. The diamond pointed nib is thus moved lateral 
ly across the face of the wheel during reciprocating 
movement of the carriage to thereby execute the wheel 
dressing operation. . - 

After each stroke of the diamond pointed nib across 
the operating face of the wheel, the indexing handle 45 



7 
may be either manually or mechanically oscillated to 
present a fresh diamond point to the surface of the wheel 
to be dressed on the next stroke of the nib across the 
wheel surface. This indexing adjustment is effected by 
Swinging of the indexing handle 46 in one direction to 
unlock the nib supporting indexer 50 and the nib i8 
fixedly secured thereto and to simultaneously orient the 
nib to present a fresh diamond point to the wheel surface. 
When the indexing handle 45 is thereupon swung back 
to starting position, the nib 0 and the nib supporting 
indexer 50 is relocked in fixed adjusted positicin. 

For example, Fig. 2 shows the starting position of 
the indexing mechanism when the inib ( and the nib Sup 
porting indexer 50 is locked in fixed position. in locked 
position the wedge face 34 of the housing member 30 is 
tightly wedged against the cone shaped can face 55 of 
the nib supporting indexer 50 as shown in Fig. 4, which 
iocking position occurs when the raised can faces 33 
of the oscillatable indexing collar 60 are seated against 
the raised cam faces 84 of the fixed cann washer 3 as 
shown in Fig. 6. The semi-circular slot 36 formed in 
the stationary housing member 30 is so formed that the 
end extension 67 of the indexing handle 45 substantially 
abuts against end stop 36 of the slot when the raised 
cam faces 84 of the cam washer 80 are in wedging en 
gagement with the companion cam faces 35 of the index 
ing collar 63 and the wedge face 34 of the housing mem 
ber 38 thereby wedge-locked against the cone shaped 
cam face 55 of the the nib supporting indexer 50. 
When the indexing handle 4S is swung clockwise from 

its position shown in Fig. 2, the indexing collar 60 is 
likewise rotated clockwise so as to retract the raised cam 
faces 85 in the end thereof from the raised can faces 
34 of the cam washer 80, thereby releasing the wedging 
pressure otherwise exerted by the wedge face 34 of the 
housing member 30 against the cone shaped can face 55 
of the indexer 50. Upon continued clockwise rotation 
of the indexing handle 45, the nose portion 66 of the 
pawl 64 will drop into engagement with the next adjacent 
radial tooth 57 formed in the tubular body of the nib 
supporting indexer 50, and the nib supporting indexer 
50 and the nib secured thereto thereby rotated in a clock 
wise direction until further clockwise movement of the 
indexing handie is prevented by the limit stop 36'. Thus 
when the indexing handle 45 has been swung clockwise 
from the position shown in Fig. 2 to the position shown 
in Fig. 3, the nib supporting indexer 56 and the nib fixed 
ly Supported therein will have been rotated to an alter 
nate indexing station so as to present a sharp diamond 
point for wheel dressing action. 
When the indexing handle 45 is swung counterclock 

wise from the position shown in Fig. 3 to the position 
shown in Fig. 2, the nose portion 66 of the pawl 64 will 
ride over the intervening indexing teeth 57 of the nib 
Supporting indexer 50 and the raised cam faces 85 of the 
indexing collar 60 will thereby be returned into wedging 
engagepent against the raised cam faces 34 of the nor 
inally stationary can washer 89 to thereby wedge-lock 
the wedge face 34 of the housing member 30 tightly 
against the internal cone shaped cam face 55 of the nib 
Supporting indexer 53. 
While the nib supporting indexer 50 may be provided 

with any number of equally spaced indexing teeth 57 to 
provide any desired number of indexing stations, ex 
perience has indicated that the provision of seven index 
ing stations, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 with the diamond 
point rotated to an alternate station at each indexing 
adjustment, provide the most statisfactory presentation 
of a sharper diamond point to the wheel surface to be 
dressed. Indexing adjustment to alternate stations may 
be assured by making the slot 36 in stationary housing 
member 30, through which the indexing handle 45 ex 
tends, of such length that when the indexing handle is 
given an advance and return swing through the full 
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length of the slot as defined by the closed end stops 36 
and 36' thereof, the nib supporting indexer 50 will be 
rotated by the pawl 64 an angular distance correspond 
ing to two indexing stations during the advance swing of 
the handle 45, and then relocked upon completion of the 
return Swing thereof. Thus, if the indexing stations are 
consecutively numbered as 1 to 7 as indicated in Figs. 2 
and 3, the first indexing adjustment of the diamond pointed 
nib, as effected by the advance and return swing of the 
indexing handle for the full length of the slot 36, would 
be from station 1 to station 3, the second adjustment 
would be from station 3 to station 5, the third adjustment 
would be from station 5 to station 7, the fourth adjustment 
would be from station 7 to station 2, the fifth adjustment 
would be from station 2 to station 4, the sixth adjustment 
would be from station 4 to station 6, and the seventh ad 
justment would be from station 6 to station 1. Thus 
two complete revolutions of the diamond supported nib 
would be made during which seven diamond points would 
have been presented to the abrading wheel and worn 
down. After seven such indexing adjustments, it is usual 
ly found desirable to reset the diamond in the nib or re 
place the worn diamond with a new one. 

This improved nib supporting and indexing holder can 
be made in a number of different sizes. Thus the holder 
may be made to support a nib whose diamond supporting 
head 1 may be only one half inch or less in diameter, 
with the nib holder being approximately only one inch 
in diameter, and thence to a size wherein the diamond 
Supporting head is two or more inches in diameter, with 
the holder measuring three or more inches in diameter. 
This improved holder is nevertheless compact in con 
Struction, and can be used on grinding machines which 
require the nib holder to be fixedly supported close to 
the surface of the wheel to be dressed or otherwise set 
in cramped surroundings. Since the nib stem is rigidly 
Supported over the full length thereof with the nii) 
Supporting indexer 50 clamped to the nib stem by the lock 
ing member 70, and with the indexer 50 wedge-locked 
to the housing member 30, any chattering of the nib 
during wheel dressing operations is positively prevented. 

Indexing adjustment of the nib to successive alternate 
indexing stations is conveniently effected by an advance 
and return Swinging movement of the indexing handle 45 
which operates to unlock the nib 10 and the nib sup 
porting indexing holder 50, indexes the nib at the next 
alternate station, and relocks the nib in indexed position. 
Thus unlocking and relocking of the nib is automatically 
effected by a single to and fro oscillation of the indexing 
handle simultaneously with indexing adjustment of the 
nib. 

All moving parts of the holder are fully enclosed and 
Sealed within the outer housing thereof in a manner to 
prevent the entry of grinding dust to the internal working 
mechanism. Thus all moving parts can be oiled and 
greased when assembled together, with minimum wear on 
the parts during use. 

This improved nib supporting and indexing holder 
is admirably adapted for association with the footstock 
of a grinding machine to support the nib at any desired 
degree of inclination with respect to the surface of the 
wheel to be dressed. By a simple mechanical attachment, 
the grinding machine may be provided with trip mecha 
nism (not shown) for effecting the desired indexing oscil 
lation of the indexing handle 45 at the end of each pass 
of the nib across the face of the wheel being dressed. 

It is understood that this invention may be embodied 
in various modifications and adaptations and is not limited 
to the particular embodiments described and illustrated, 
but that various revisions, substitutions and changes may 
be made by those skilled in the art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 

combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flange section at one end thereof presenting a 
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tapered wedging face and a body section extending from 
said flange section and presenting a bore designed to re 
ceive and support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, means 
for detachably securing the nib stem within the bore of 
said indexing member, a housing having a tubular bore 
Snugly receiving and rotatably supporting the body section 
of said indexing member and a tapered wedging face at 
one end of said housing interfitting with and comple 
mentary to the wedging face of said indexing member, a 
detachable closure member for closing the other end of 
said housing, an oscillatable member, cooperating means 
contained within said housing and associated with said 
oscillatable member and the body section of said indexing 
member operative to engage and rotate said indexing 
member to an advanced indexing station when said 
oscillatable member is moved in the advance direction 
and to disengage said indexing member when the oscillat 
able member is moved in the return direction, and 
camming means contained within said housing for axially 
shifting the wedging face of said indexing member into 
and out of wedge locking engagement with the wedging 
face of said housing during the final return and initial 
advance movements respectively of said oscillatable mem 
ber. - 

2. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flange section at one end thereof presenting an 
internal cone shaped wedging face and a body section 
extending from said flange section and presenting a bore 
designed to receive and support the stem of a wheel dress 
ing nib, means for detachably securing the nib stem with 
in the bore of said indexing member, a housing hav 
ing a tubular bore snugly receiving and rotatably sup 
porting the body section of said indexing member and 
an external cone shaped wedging face at one end of 
said housing interfitting with and complementary to the 
wedging face of said indexing member, a closure mem 
ber for closing the other end of said housing, an oscillat 
able member having means enclosed within said housing 
and operative to engage and rotate said indexing mem 
ber to an advanced indexing station when said oscillat 
able member is moved in the advance direction and to 
disengage said indexing member when the oscillatable 
member is moved in the return direction, and camming 
means contained within said housing for axially shifting 
the wedging face of said indexing member into and out 
of wedge locking engagement with the wedging face of 
said housing during the final return and initial advance 
movements respectively of said oscillatable member. 

3. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flange section at one end thereof presenting an 
inner wedging face and a body section extending from 
said flange section and presenting a bore designed to 
receive and support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, a 
locking member for detachably securing the nib stem 
within the bore of said indexing member, said locking 
member having a tubular portion threaded within the 
bore of said indexing member and threaded over a sec 
tion of the nib stem, a housing having a tubular bore 
designed to snugly receive and rotatably support the body 
section of said indexing member and a flange portion at 
one end of said housing having an external Wedging face 
interfitting with and complementary to the wedging face 
of said indexing member, a closure member for closing 
the other end of said housing, an oscillatable member, 
means contained within said housing and associated with 
said oscillatable member, and body section operative to 
engage and rotate said indexing member to an advanced 
indexing station when said oscillatable member is moved 
in the advance direction and to disengage said indexing 
member when the oscillatable member is moved in the 
return direction, and camming means enclosed within said 
housing for axially shifting the wedging face of said in 
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ment with the wedging face of said housing during the 
final return and initial advance movements respectively 
of said oscillatable member. 

4. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flange section at one end thereof presenting a 
tapered wedging face and a body section extending from 
said flange section and presenting a bore designed to 
snugly receive and support the stem of a wheel dressing 
nib, a locking member for detachably securing the nib 
stem within the bore of said indexing member, a housing 
having a tubular bore designed to snugly receive and 
rotatably support the body section of said indexing mem 
ber and a flange portion at one end of said housing having 
a tapered wedging face interfitting with and complemen 
tary to the wedging face of said indexing member, a 
closure fineraber for closing the other end of said housing, 
an oscillatable coilar contained within said housing and 
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telescoped over the body section of said indexing mem 
bef, pawl and ratchet means associated with said collar 
and body section operative to engage and rotate said 
indexing member to an advanced indexing station when 
said collar is moved in the advance direction and to dis 
engage said indexing member when the collar is moved 
in the return direction, and camming means enclosed 
within said housing for axially shifting the wedging face 
of said indexing member into and out of wedge locking 
engagement with the wedging face of said housing during 
the final return and initial advance movements respec 
tively of said oscillatable collar. 

5. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flange section at one end thereof presenting an inner 
cone shaped Wedging face and a body section extending 
from said flange section and presenting a bore designed 
to receive and support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, 
a locking member for detachably securing the nib stern 
within the bore of said indexing finember, said locking 
member having a tubular portion threaded within the 
bore of said indexing member and threaded over a section 
of the nib stein, a housing having a tubular bore designed 
to snugly receive and rotatably support the body section 
of said indexing member and a flange portion at one end 
of said housing having an external cone shaped wedging 
face interfitting with and complementary to the wedging 
face of said indexing member, a closure member for 
closing the other end of said housing, an oscillatable 
cClar contained within Said housing and telescoped over 
the body Section of said indexing member, pawl and 
ratchet means associated with said coilar and body section 
operative to engage and rotate said indexing member to 
an advanced indexing station when said oscillatable collar 
is moved in the advance direction and to disengage said 
indexing member when the oscillatable collar is moved in 
the return direction, and camming means enclosed within 
said housing for axially shifting the wedging face of said 
indexing member into and out of wedge locking engage 
ment with the wedging face of said housing during the 
final return and initial advance movements respectively 
of said oscillatable collar. 

6. A nib Supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flange section at one end thereof presenting an 
internal tapered wedging face and a body section extend 
ing from said flange section and presenting a bore de 
signed to receive and support the stem of a wheel dressing 
nib, means for detachably securing the nib stem within 
the bore of said indexing member, a housing having a 
tubular bore designed to snugly receive and rotatabiy 
Support the body section of said itndexing member and an 
inwardly flared flange portion at one end of said housing 
presenting an external tapered wedging face interfitting 
with and complementary to the wedging face of said 
indexing member, an oscillatable collar contained within 

dexing member into and out of wedge locking engage- 75 said housing and telescoped over the body section of said 
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indexing member, a closure member for closing the other 
end of said housing, an elongated slot in said housing, 
an oscillatable cover ring snugly embracing said housing 
and covering said elongated slot therein, a manipulating 
handle fixed to said collar and said cover ring and extend 
ing through the elongated slot in said housing, a pawl car 
ried by said collar, and ratchet teeth formed in the body 
section of said indexing member whereby said indexing 
member may be rotated to an advanced indexing station 
when said handie is moved in the advance direction and 
to disengage said indexing member when the handle is 
moved in the return direction. 

7. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flarge section presenting an internal cone shaped 
wedging face and a body Section presenting a bore de 
siged to receive and support the stem of a wheel dressing 
nib, means for detachably securing the nib stern withii 
the bore of said indexing member, a housing having a 
tubular bore designed to Snugly receive and rotatably 
support the body section of Said indexing member and 
an inwardiy flared flange portion presenting an exterinal 
cone shaped wedging face interfitting with and comple 
mentary to the wedging face of said indexing member, 
an osciilatable collar contained within said housing and 
telescoped over the body section of said indexing mem 
ber, an elongated slot in Said housing, an oscillatable 
cover ring snugly embracing Said housing and covering 
said elongated slot therein, a manipulating handle fixed 
to Said collar and said cover ring and extending through 
the elongated slot in said housing, pawl and ratchet means 
associated with said collar and body section operative to 
engage and rotate said indexing member to an advanced 
indexing station when said handle is moved in the advance 
direction and to disengage said indexing member when : 
the handle is moved in the return direction, and means 
within said housing for automatically shifting the wedg 
ing face of said indexing meinber into and out of wedge 
locking engagement with the wedging face of said hous 
ing during the final refit; in and initial advance movements 
feSitectively of Said (scillatable collar. 

8. A nib Supporting an indexing holder including in 
connbination, an indexing member having an outwardly 
flared flage section presenting a tapered wedging face 
aud a body Section presenting a bore designed to snugly 
receive and Support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, 
means for detachably securing the nib stem within the 
bore of said indexing member, a housing having a tubular 
bore designed to receive and support the body section of 
said indexing member and a tapered wedging face inter 
fitting with and complementary to the wedging face of 
said indexing member, an oscillatable collar telescoped 
over the body section of said indexing member having 
means operative to engage and rotate said indexing mem 
ber to an advanced indexing station when said oscillatable 
collar is moved in the advance direction and to disengage 
said indexing mennber when the oscillatable collar is 
moved in the return direction, and means for automatically 
shifting the wedging face of said indexing member into 
and out of wedge locking engagement with the wedging 
face of said housing during the final return and initial 
advance movements respectively of said oscillatable collar, 
said shifting means including a nonrotatable cam plate 
telescoped over the body Section of said indexing member 
and positioned adjacent the end face of said oscillatable 
collar, and complementary cam portions extending from 
adjacent faces of said cam plate and oscillatable collar. 

9. A rib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having a outwardly 
flared flange section presenting a tapered wedging face and 
a body section presenting a bore designed to receive and 
support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, a locking mem 
ber for detachably securing the nib stem within the bore 
of said indexing member, said locking member having a 
tubular body portion threaded within the bore of said in 
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dexing member and threaded over a section of the nib 
stem and a disc portion extending from said tubular por 
tion, a housing having a tubular bore designed to Snugly 
receive and support the body section of said indexing 
member and a flange portion presenting a tapered wedg 
ing face interfitting with and complementary to the wedg 
ing face of said indexing member, an oscillatable collar 
telescoped over the body section of said indexing member 
having means operative to engage and rotate said index 
ing member to an advanced indexing Station when said 
oscillatable collar is moved in the advance direction and 
to disengage said indexing member when the oscillatable 
collar is moved in the return direction, and means for 
automatically shifting the wedging face of said indexing 
member into and out of wedge locking engagement with 
the wedging face of said housing during the final return 
and initial advance movements respectively of said oscil 
latable collar, said shifting means including a cam plate 
telescoped over the body section of said indexing member 
and positioned between the disc portion of said locking 
member and the adjacent end face of said oscillatable 
collar, and complementary cam portions extending from 
adjacent faces of said can plate and oscillatable collar, 
said cam plate having projecting ear portions extending 
into conforming slots in said housing holding said cam 
plate against rotation. 

10. A nib supporting and indexing holder including 
in combination, an indexing member having a tubular 
body section presenting a bore designed to Snugly receive 
and support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, a housing 
member having a tubular body receiving and rotatably 
supporting the body section of said indexing member, 
said housing member and indexing member having over 
iapping flange portions at one end thereof presenting in 
terfitting and cc-mplementary contact faces for closing 
one end of said housing member, a Supporting shank hav 
ing a head section closing the other end of said housing 
member, a ring nut detachably securing the head section 
of said supporting Shank to said housing member, means 
contained within said housing member for detachably se 
curing the nib stem within the bore of said indexing mem 
ber, an oscillatable member contained within said hous 
ing member, said oscillatable member and the body sec 
tion of said indexing member having cooperating means 
cperative to rotate said indexing member to an advanced 
indexing station, an elongated slot in said housing, an 
oscillatable cover ring snugly embracing said housing 
member and covering said elongated slot, and a manipu 
lating handle fixed to said oscillatable member and said 
cover ring and extending through the elongated slot in said 
housing member. 

11. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having a tubular body 
Section presenting a bore designed to snugly receive and 
support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, a housing mem 
ber having a tubuliar body presenting a bore designed to 
Snugly receive and rotatably support the body section of 
Said indexing member, said housing member and index 
ing member having overlapping flange portions at one end 
thereof presenting interfitting and complementary contact 
faces for closing one end of said housing member, a sup 
porting shank having a head section closing the other 
end of said housing member, a ring nut detachably se 
curing the head section of said supporting shank to said 
housing member, means contained within said housing 
member for detachably Sscuring the nib stem within the 
bore of said indexing member, an oscillatable collar con 
tained within said housing member and embracing the 
body Section of the indexing member, said oscillatable 
collar and body section having cooperating pawl and 
ratchet means operative to rotate said indexing member 
to an advanced indexing station, an elongated slot in said 
housing, an oscillatable cover ring snugly embracing said 
housing and covering said elongated slot, and a manipu 
lating handle fixed to said oscillatable collar and said cover 
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ring and extending through the elongated slot in said 
housing member. 

12. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, a normally stationary housing member, a 
supporting shank, a ring nut detachably securing said 
supporting shank in said housing member, an indexing 
member having a tubular body portion extending into 
said housing member and designed to receive the stem 
of a wheel dressing nib, means for detachably securing 
said indexing member to the nib stem, spaced indexing 
teeth extending around the tubular body portion of said 
indexing member, an indexing collar contained within 
said housing member and in surrounding relation to the 
tubular body portion of said indexing member, a handle 
part connected to and extending outwardly from said col 
lar through a slot in said housing member, a pawl element 
mounted on said collar positioned to selectively engage 
the indexing teeth of said indexing member and rotate 
the nib and indexing member to an advanced indexing 
station when said collar is moved in an advance direction 
and to disengage said indexing member when said col 
lar is moved in a return direction, overlapping flange 
portions presenting interfitting and complementary wedg 
ing faces forming a part of said housing member and said 
indexing member for releasably locking said indexing 
member and nib in indexed position, and cam means for 
axially shifting said indexing member to thereby auto 
matically disengage said wedging faces when said collar 
is moved in the advance direction and to reengage said 
wedging faces when said collar is moved in said return 
direction. 

13. A nib supporting and indexing holder including in 
combination, an indexing member having a tubular body 
section presenting a bore designed to snugly receive and 
support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, a housing mem 
ber having a tubular body receiving and rotatably sup 
porting the body section of said indexing member, said 
housing member and indexing member having over 
lapping flange portions at one end thereof presenting 
interfitting and complementary contact faces for closing 
one end of said housing member, closure means for clos 
ing and sealing the other end of said housing: member, 
means contained within said housing member for detach 
ably securing the nib stem within the bore of said indexing 
member, an oscillatable member contained within said 
housing member, said oscillatable member and body 
section of said indexing member having cooperating 
means operative to rotate said indexing member to an 
advanced indexing station, an elongated slot in said hous 
ing, an oscillatable covering member embracing said 
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housing member and covering said elongated slot, and a 
manipulating handle fixed to said oscillatable member and 
said covering member and extending through the elon 
gated slot in said housing member. 

14. A nib supporting and indexing holder including 
in combination, an indexing member having a tubular 
body section presenting a bore designed to snugly receive 
and support the stem of a wheel dressing nib, a housing 
member having a tubular bore receiving, and rotatably 
supporting the body section of said indexing member, said 
housing member and indexing member having overlapping 
end portions at one end thereof presenting interfitting 
tapered wedging faces for closing one end of said housing 
member, closure means for closing and sealing the other 
end of said housing member, means contained within said 
housing member for detachably securing the nib stem 
within the bore of said indexing member, an oscillatable 
member contained within said housing member, cooperat 
ing means associated with said oscillatable member and 
the body section of said indexing member operative to 
engage and rotate said indexing member to an advanced 
indexing station when said oscillatable member is moved 
in the advance direction and to disengage said indexing 
member when the oscillatable member is moved in the 
return direction, an elongated slot in said housing mem 
ber, an oscillatable covering member snugly embracing 
said housing member and closing said elongated slot, a 
manipulating handle fixed to said oscillatable member 
and said covering member and extending through the 
elongated slot in said housing member, and means con 
tained within said housing for axially shifting the wedging 
face of said indexing member into and out of wedge lock 
ing engagement with the wedging face of said housing 
member during the final return and initial advance move 
ments respectively of said oscillatable member. 
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